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The Adverse Effects of Not Including Capacity Addition
During LiIon Taper Charging

In EPS Sizing for LEO Missions

Patrick G. Bailey*

Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company, 1111 Lockheed Martin Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94089

In the design of the Electrical Power System, the batteries are used during the eclipse
cycle where there is no sunlight, to provide energy to a certain depth-of-discharge (DOD),
and are charged during the times that the spacecraft is in the sun. For high orbits, such as
Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO), there is ample time to charge both Nickel Hydrogen
(NiH) and Lithium Ion (LiIon) battery cells from the maximum allowed DOD back to a full
condition. For Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites with high energy use profiles, charging
current restrictions may limit the amount of current available for charging per orbit, and
full recharging may not occur until after a certain number or many complete orbits. This
paper discusses the advantages and limitations of allowing or disallowing the including of the
capacity addition during the taper charging portion of the recharging cycle for LiIon battery
cells. Taper charging is defined to begin when the maximum specified charging voltage is
reached, and may continue until the cell is fully charged. Some researchers have suggested
that the capacity addition during taper charging might not be allowed in order to offset
other capacity losses that may occur, such as during cell rebalancing.

I. Introduction and Background

HE modeling of battery behavior during both discharging and charging is a major key in the simulation of
electrical power system (EPS) behavior as used in space satellite missions today. Simulations of the operation

of the EPS are extremely important in determining the sizes and capabilities of both the solar arrays and the batteries
to accomplish the mission objectives. Detailed EPS studies are required to provide specific maximum load power
profiles at the Beginning-of-Life (BOL), at various intermediate mission stages, and at the End-of-Life (EOL) of the
mission, to assure that the solar arrays and the batteries as designed and built will accomplish the mission objectives.
In the past, so-called “engineering margins” or “wags” have been used to oversize both the solar arrays and the
batteries, to insure that the EOL mission objectives will be met. Today, however, there is increased interest in
predicting exactly how the EPS will operate from BOL all of the way through EOL, and even beyond the expected
end of the mission. In fact, many satellites and space platforms today have been and are now operating well beyond
their planned EOL mission characteristics, such as the Hubble Space Telescope. As more and more battery data are
becoming available from both ground testing programs and actual satellite mission telemetry, it is now possible to
create more advanced battery and EPS system component models that can reproduce this collected data and can
predict battery operation for various planned and anomalous mission conditions. It is now even possible to extend
these models in order to simulate other batteries of similar characteristics to predict their behavior.

II. The Updated Power Tools Suite (PTS) Code

Several simulation codes are being used by various aerospace industry leaders today to model the BOL to EOL
transient behavior of the EPS for various missions. The Power Tools Suite (PTS) Models and Codes package has
been under development at Lockheed Martin for several years. Descriptions of the development of this PTS code
and its results have been presented at several IECEC and Space Power Workshop conferences in recent years.1-10

The Power Tools Suite codes package originated in the late 1990s for use in the Iridium Program and in other
specific programs within Lockheed Martin.11-13 The Models and Codes have been significantly updated several
times during the past few years and have been displayed at a recent Lockheed Martin Corporate joint Space Systems
Company and Advanced Technology Center modeling and simulations conference.14
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The updated Power Tools Suite (PTS) codes package has been used to support of several programs within
Lockheed Martin, and will be continued to be used to do so in the future. The PTS codes package contains a sizing
code, a dynamic or time-dependent simulation code, and a library of various EPS Component Models. These have
all been written in Excel 2003 Visual Basic Macro coding (similar to FORTRAN or Basic) and allow modular use,
clarity, ease of understanding, fast execution time, and the ability to used on any computer platform without any
concerns for special workstation requirements and/or special software licensing agreements. They have all also
been made to be upward compatible to both Excel 2007 and Excel 2010.

The PTS Dynamic Code simulates the time-dependent behavior of the EPS by defining the EPS to be
constructed of any interlinked arrangement of EPS components selected from the library. These components are
then connected together to form the solar array circuits, battery circuits, bus circuits, and load circuits for the entire
EPS. The wired EPS components then form the total EPS architecture under consideration. The current PTS
Dynamic Code can automatically simulate the A2100 (battery regulated) bus design as well as the A2100M (battery
dominated), LM700, and LM2000 bus designs studied and analyzed by Lockheed Martin. Additional bus designs
have also been simulated.

The PTS Dynamic Code contains all of the EPS Component Models and the ability to connect the models in
any EPS configuration.5-6 The numerical solution algorithm has been carefully written to provide numerical
convergence on the voltage and current values within the EPS for any conditions: temperatures, solar array input
parameters (e.g. light intensity, insolation or insol, angle), battery conditions (e.g. capacity, state of charge, DOD),
and required load power (e.g. constant power or constant current).7 The PTS Dynamic Code currently contains 930
various subroutines and function, over 20 different battery cell models, and over 83,000 lines of code.

Additional information on the various PTS EPS component models, and the EPS bus designs that have been
modeled, can be found in previously released IECEC and Space Power Workshop papers. 1-10

III. PTS Battery Models

The PTS Component Library includes all of the models that are available for use in the EPS simulations. These
models include detailed simulations for various solar array cells, battery cells, battery efficiencies, battery
recharging algorithms, other non-linear EPS components such as diodes, cables, wire, and harnesses. Many battery
cell models are able to be chosen by the user, including nickel-cadmium (NiCd), nickel-hydrogen (NiH) and lithium
ion (LiIon) battery cell models. The models have been carefully constructed mathematically to reflect actual
performance data, and have been used in various programs and compared to current studies and references.15-19

The voltage characteristics of the NiH and LiIon battery cells are very similar. Typical curves as reported by
various researchers and as modeled in the PTS EPS Component Library are shown below for Beginning-of-Life
(BOL) conditions in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows typical NiH data that has been publically reported for use in
various mission, and Figure 2 shows data from a publically released SAFT LiIon model (44 Amp hour cell).

Figure 1. Typical NiH Battery Voltage
Characteristics at BOL Conditions

Figure 2. Typical LiIon Battery Voltage
Characteristics at BOL Conditions

These data and additional battery data and modeling information for LiIon batteries are now recently becoming
available. Many LiIon cell designs and operational data especially for LEO operation have been recently reported at
the April 2010 Aerospace Space Power Workshop.20-26 Although many battery cell designs are being offered,
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several mission contactors have already chosen their specific cell design and operational tolerances for use in their
own particular missions.

Another factor affecting the battery cell voltage is the degradation of the battery capacity and the cell voltage
over time from BOL through EOL.1 Meetings with aerospace battery experts have been held during 2010 and 2011
that have shown that there needs to be standard and more exact definitions for LiIon battery variables such as
“Capacity” and “DOD” that are independent of the time within the mission. Additional ideas for such standards and
new results from LiIon battery data testing are now also being report at the NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop.27-38

IV. LiIon SAFT Battery Model

A LiIon battery cell model publically released by SAFT is used in this study. This model has been used in
previous studies and has been shown to give very good results over all ranges of model operation, as shown in
Figure 2 above. The ranges include depth-of-discharge (DOD in percent), current (I in Amps), and temperature
(Temp in C). The calculated voltage (in Volts) is continuous over all input variable ranges.

The voltage during charging is calculated from the model using a positive current from an existing DOD
condition. In Figure 2, this would be seen as moving from right to left on a voltage curve (where I > 0).

V. Voltage Charging Cutoff and Taper Charging

Battery charging is usually terminated when the battery voltage reaches a predetermined given voltage cutoff
value. As seen in Figure 2, if the charging current is stopped when this cutoff voltage value is reached, then the
battery will remain less than full. Charging may be continued at this constant cutoff voltage value by reducing the
charging current. This is known as “taper charging.” During this taper charging period, the charging current is
“tapered,” much like a decreasing exponential over time, and the battery cell capacity is increased, until the battery
cell voltage reaches its “full capacity state.” For a zero charging current, this would be equivalent to the “open
circuit voltage” of the battery cell at that temperature and at that DOD. After this taper charging period, “trickle
charging” may be used to keep the battery voltage constant, due to internal battery power losses, in the form of heat.
Trickle charging does not increase the capacity of the battery cell.

Various tests and simulations have shown that during this taper charging period, as much as 1.0 to 3.0 Amp
hours (Ah) of capacity can be added to a LiIon battery cell. Assuming a design for a 1.0 Ah addition, for a 90 Ah
NiH cell, this amounts to only a 0.11% capacity addition. However; for a 44 Ah LiIon cell, a 1.0 Ah addition
amounts to a 2.27% capacity addition – which can make a significant EPS design impact on a per cycle basis!

The effects of a charging cutoff voltage using a SAFT LiIon cell model at BOL are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
During charging, we will refer to the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery cell, instead of its DOD. We will also use
the formal definition of SOC (%) = 100 – DOD (%) for all phases of the mission, as defined in battery and EPS
Standards.27

Figure 3 shows simulated results of the maximum charging current at BOL at 20 deg. C that is allowed to reach
a charging cutoff voltage of 4.1 V, and Figure 4 shows similar results resulting from a charging cutoff voltage of 3.9
V. It is seen that a charging cutoff voltage lower than the maximum voltage of the cell will result in lower allowable
charging currents (the taper charging currents) at high states of charge, and will also lower the maximum possible
state of charge of the cell (80% in Fig. 4 vs. 100% in Fig. 3).

The effects of the added capacity during this taper current charging are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5
shows results using the same LiIon cell model at BOL to obtain the constant voltage during recharging, for different
constant charging currents (in terms of Capacity over n, or C/n), assuming a voltage cutoff of 3.85 V at 20 degrees
C. These results are shown as the current vs. the time to charge on the x axis. The taper charging period is seen to
be when the current decreases, or tapers to a lower value, and then eventually to zero. It is noted that when these
curves are each multiplied by their corresponding charging rate “n”, then they overlap. The area under the curve,
after the taper begins and for a certain range, is then the capacity added during that taper charging period for that
temperature. The effect of the temperature is seen in Figure 6, where the charging rate was set at C/2, and the
temperature varies from 10 to 35 deg. C. Similar curves were seen using other C/n values.

The added capacity found during the taper charging period was then found to be proportional to the charging
rate, and was found to vary with the cell temperature as shown in Figure 7. Thus, for a 50 Ah cell, the percent of the
capacity added during taper charging vs. temperature is shown in Figure 8. It is noted that the percent of the
capacity added to the cell during this taper charging period can be 20% to 50% of the total capacity of the cell!
Even at 20 deg. C, 35% of the cell capacity comes from this taper charging.
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Figure 3. LiIon Model Charging Current Allowed
with Vcutoff=4.1V for Different Charging Rates

Figure 5. LiIon Model Charging Current Allowed
with Vcutoff=3.85 V for Different Charging Rates

Figure 7. LiIon Model Normalized Capacity
Added During Taper Charging vs. Temperature

Figure 4. LiIon Model Charging Current Allowed
with Vcutoff=3.9 V for Different Charging Rates

Figure 6. LiIon Model Charging Current Allowed
with Vcutoff=3.85 V for Different Charging Rates

Figure 8. Percent of Capacity Added During
Taper Charging vs. Temperature

VI. The Concept of Not Including Capacity Addition During LiIon Taper Charging

Discussions have been held at past Space Power Workshops and at IECEC conferences that suggest that this
capacity that is added during taper current charging should not be included in the EPS power sizing analysis. The
response to the question “Why not?” is: “To offset other capacity loss factors that may be not taken into account in
the EPS power sizing analysis, such as capacity losses during cell rebalancing.” In a stack of battery cells connected
in series, the electrical charging circuit should charge all of the cells to the same final capacity. If it does not, then
some cells will be charged more fully than others, and the net average cell capacity will be less than a “full” cell at
that given charging cutoff voltage. This difference would be the capacity losses during cell rebalancing.
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Such a concept could be said to be another form of “margin” or “margin of safety” to insure that the EPS
batteries and recharging circuits are properly sized for mission success. However, as shown above for this SAFT
model, the penalties of such a requirement are severe. Assuming an operating temperature of 20 deg. C, we see that
we would then lose 35% of our cell capacity if we did not allow capacity addition during taper charging. In order to
properly size the EPS for equivalent operation, we would then have to replace the EPS batteries with 35% more
cells! This would add additional weight and size to the satellite – increasing the satellite size and weight – to limits
that the customer or the owner may not be able to afford.

A solution to this severe problem would be to prove that the recharging electronics do not allow or severely
limit any capacity loss during cell rebalancing. Even a 1 or 2 percent loss during cell rebalancing would not require
a 35% additional margin on the battery capacity.

VII. Effects of Battery Cell Age and Cycling

An additional constraint would be the EOL age of the battery cells and the effects of orbital cycling. For LEO
missions, these are effectively the same. Accelerated LiIon battery cell testing is now underway and results are
expected this year. Previous reported results indicate that LiIon battery cells can lose as much as 20% over 5 years
of LEO orbit cycling.31 The EPS and battery capacity would of course have to be sized to include and such aging
and cycle losses from BOL through EOL.

One solution to mitigate the cell capacity losses over life would be to set the voltage charging cutoff limit to a
lower voltage than the maximum cell voltage at BOL, and to gradually increase that limit over life.

VIII. LEO Simulation

A simulation was performed to model a hypothetical “sci-fi” satellite with an un-regulated EPS bus, in LEO
orbit, having cycles of 30 minutes eclipse, 60 minutes sunlight, 16 orbits or cycles per day, earth pointing, with
varying “cosine” sun insolation on the solar array cells. The EPS was composed of three SAFT 44 Ah LiIon cells
per battery, two batteries in parallel, simulated internal power losses, a complex time varying power requirement
over both sun-lit and eclipse periods for one day, and no power requirements during the second day. The number of
battery cells and the solar array design were configured to result in a state-of-charge (SOC) of approximately 50% at
the end of the first day using no cutoff voltage limit during battery charging. The simulation was run using one
minute time steps. The EPS results are shown in Figures 9 though 20. Voltages for one battery are shown.

The EPS was sized and these results were taken as the desired results for an End-of-Life (EOL) simulation, with
no voltage cutoff (below the 4.1 V maximum cell voltage capability), and thus without current taper charging.

These figures, Figures 9-20, show the full EPS response over the two day interval. The required power level
(PLoad) is assumed to be 100 W during the first day only, with an additional 100 W load pulse during the eclipse
periods, and an additional 100 peak load that wanders over that second pulse (as seen in Fig. 9, expanded in Fig. 13).
The result of interest is the SOC of the battery cells, which reduces to almost 50% at the end of the first day, and
returns to 100% after the two week mission (Fig. 20).

The complex shape of the power requirements and the resulting EPS voltages and currents are shown in
expanded form during the first 400 minutes in Figures 13-16 and 18. The resulting battery capacity and the battery
state-of-charge (SOC) are shown in Figures 19 and 20.

These figures, Figures 9-20, illustrate how the variations of the sun angles on the solar array and the complex
changes of the payload power requirements can produce a very complex change in the battery current and voltage.
In particular, changes in the battery voltage do cause changes in the voltage on the solar array, and thus on each
solar array cell, for this un-regulated bus design. This changes the operation point of the solar array cells, and (for
even a constant solar insol) changes the output current from each cell. The resulting solar array cell voltages are
shown in Figures 17 and 18.

To simulate a Beginning-of Life (BOL) condition, the cell capacity was increased by 10% from 44 Ah to 48.4
Ah and a charging voltage cutoff was set at 4.0 V. This then simulates an assumed 10% battery capacity loss over
the mission life. However, it was first instructive to see what the results would be due to only the additional
capacity in the cell. These results are shown in Figures 21 through 26, where the capacity is increased to 48.4 Ah
and the charging cutoff voltage remains at 4.1 V (without current taper charging).
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Figure 9. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah LiIon
Cells – PLoad Power

Figure 10. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – SA Cell Current

Figure 11. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Current

Figure 12. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Voltage

Figure 13. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells– PLoad Power Expanded

Figure 14. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – SA Cell Current Expanded

Figure 15. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Current Expanded

Figure 16. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Voltage Expanded
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Figure 17. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – SA Cell Voltage

Figure 19. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Capacity

Figure 18. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – SA Cell Voltage Expanded

Figure 20. Sample LEO Simulation of 44 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery State-of-Charge

Figures 21-26 illustrate the EPS response to increasing the capacity of the battery by 10%, from 44.0 to 48.4
Ah, and keeping the charging cutoff voltage set at 4.1 V. The effects of the increased cell capacity are reflected in
the increase in the battery voltage.

Figure 21. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Current

Figure 23. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Voltage

Figure 22. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Current Expanded

Figure 24. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Voltage Expanded
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Figure 25. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery Capacity

Figure 26. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells – Battery State-of-Charge

The charging voltage cutoff was then set to 4.0 V, with the cell capacity set to 48.4 Ah, to simulate a
Beginning-of Life (BOL) mission condition. The results are seen in Figures 27 through 32.

Figures 27 through 32 then represent a BOL condition for this mission, using 48.4 Ah cells, and setting the
charging cutoff voltage to 4.0 V. With these conditions, it is seen that the battery will refill to only about 92% SOC
at the end of the two days due to the 4.0 V charging voltage cutoff value.

The taper current charging is seen in Figure 27, especially after 1500 minutes, and when the voltage of one
battery is limited to 12 V, as seen in Figure 29. A comparison of the battery currents without a voltage cutoff and
with a voltage cutoff (seen in Figure 21 vs. Figure 27, and Figure 23 vs. Figure 28) show that the battery current is
reduced, tapered, and limited to the current required to keep the battery cells at their assigned voltage cutoff value.

Now we include the theoretical concept of not allowing capacity addition during this taper current charging, in
order to offset errors in possibly not including capacity refill losses during battery charging rebalancing. This effect
can easily be inserted into the simulation by not increasing the battery capacity during the periods of taper charging.

Figure 27. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells with 4.0 V Cutoff – Batt. Current

Figure 29. Sample LEO Simulation of 48.4 Ah
LiIon Cells with 4.0 V Cutoff – Batt. Voltage

Figure 28. Sample LEO Sim. of 48.4 Ah LiIon
Cells with 4.0 V Cutoff – Batt. Curr. Expanded

Figure 30. Sample LEO Sim. of 48.4 Ah LiIon
Cells with 4.0 V Cutoff – Batt. Voltage. Expanded
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Figure 31. Sample LEO Sim. of 48.4 Ah LiIon
Cells with 4.0 V Cutoff – Batt. Capacity

Figure 32. Sample LEO Sim. of 48.4 Ah LiIon
Cells with 4.0 V Cutoff – Batt. SOC

The results of not allowing capacity addition during this 4.0 V cutoff voltage taper current charging are seen in
Figures 33 and 34. It is seen that the battery capacity drops to 39% and the final SOC is only 89%. Similar results
were then also obtained for battery cell cutoff voltages of 3.9 V and 3.8 V, both with and without the addition of the
capacity during the taper charging regions.

Figure 33. 48.4 Ah LiIon Cells with 4.0 V
Cutoff, No Taper Cap. Add. – Batt. Capacity

Figure 34. 48.4 Ah LiIon Cells with 4.0 V
Cutoff, No Taper Cap. Add. – Batt. SOC

IX. Results

A comparison summary of the results of these simulations is shown in Figure 35. The curves in this figure are
ordered by the decreasing final state-of-charge (SOC) value (going down) in the same order as shown in the legend

Figure 35. Sample LEO Simulation SOC Comparisons
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(as read left to right, top to bottom).
It is seen in Figure 35 that the final state-of-charge of the battery decreases both with decreasing cell capacity,

with a lower charging cutoff voltage, and with not allowing capacity addition (denoted by “No CA”) during the
current taper charging regions.

It is also seen that not allowing capacity addition during the current taper charging regions lowers the final SOC
by as much as 10%. It is noted that such capacity losses could conceivably be overcome by over-sizing the initial
battery capacity at launch, which would then result in a much larger and heavier battery, perhaps by an increase as
much as 30 to 50%, and a much larger and heavier spacecraft.

Clearly capacity addition during taper current charging must remain as a detailed part of the EPS sizing and
simulation calculations. Other energy losses, such as solar array losses or possible battery cell imbalances during
charging, can be specifically added into these calculations in order to provide an accurate and realistic simulation of
the dynamics of the EPS system during the overall mission. The PTS tools and codes can easily accommodate these
and other simulation effects.

These results were performed on both an older IBM ThinkCentre PC using Excel 2003, and also on an HP
Workstation using Excel 2007. On the older IBM PC, each 2880 time step simulation (of 1 minute time steps each)
typically required about 10 minutes of real time for execution, and about 3 minutes for data post-processing for
plotting. This equates to a calculation time of about 0.2 seconds per time step, or a computer simulation acceleration
of about 300X, or 300 times real time for these detailed and complex simulations. On the newer HP PC using Excel
2007, the calculation time was reduced to about 2 minutes, giving a computer simulation acceleration of about
1500X.

X. Conclusions

The Power Tools Suite (PTS) codes package has been under development at Lockheed Martin to provide
accurate EPS Component Models for various mission analyses. Missions simulated include LEO, MEO, GEO, and
deep space missions at both BOL and EOL conditions. These Models and Codes are also being used to design and
to predict the operation of LEO satellites using heritage nickel hydrogen and new lithium ion battery cells. The
designs of such systems include the consideration of many and various loss factors that can have a significant impact
on the operation of the EPS. In particular, the operating temperature, design life, and possible capacity losses in the
use of LiIon battery cells are very important considerations that must be included in the EPS design for the baseline
mission. Charging voltage cutoff can be used in conjunction with taper current charging periods to provide adequate
EPS capabilities from BOL through EOL. Not allowing the capacity to be added during such taper charging periods
can reduce the needed capacity of the batteries by as much as 30%. This would require a large capacity increase of
battery size and weight at launch. Adequate rebalancing of the battery cells during recharging would eliminate the
concept of not allowing capacity addition during taper current charging. The PTS Models and Codes are being used
at Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company, in several programs, to accurately predict the EPS transient behavior
for mission planning and on-orbit simulations, including the effects of charging cutoff voltage, taper current
charging, and the effects of other possible solar array current and battery capacity losses.
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